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FED'S DECISION TO SELL OFF PORTFOLIO DESCRIBED BY YELLEN AS "GOOD NEWS"
At its late September meeting, the Fed announced it would begin selling off the assets it amassed after
the financial crash of 2007. The purchase of approximately $4.5 trillion in bonds and other securities was
initiated to mitigate the losses incurred during the crash and to keep interest rates near zero. The plan,
according to Fed chair Janet Yellen, is to reduce its portfolio slowly, so that it is no more exciting than
"watching paint dry." The Fed's plan throughout 2017 has been to keep interest rates at a range of 1% to
1.25%, and the Fed intends to maintain this even as it unwinds its portfolio. "The basic message here is
that US economic performance has been good," Yellen stated.
The announcement did not surprise financial watchers, but some experts are urging continued caution
with regard to the economy. They point to a number of circumstances that mirror the US economy of
2007 before it crashed: unemployment rates which are the same today as they were in 2007, the raising
of interest rates by the American central bank, record-high house prices and stock markets which have
hit their highest ever values.
However, other experts are quick to point out that there are significant differences between today's
economy and the one a decade ago. Household incomes are much more in line with the price of houses,
suggesting that fewer people are living beyond their means than in 2007. Mortgage rates are also lower,
and tightened lending restrictions have made it all but impossible to obtain a mortgage for those who are
at risk of defaulting.
According to Yellen, the Fed could still do an about-face, should the economy take a turn for the worse,
something that some experts believe is not out of the question. JP Morgan Funds' chief global strategist,
David Kelly stated his belief that Yellen's optimism about the bounce-back of the US economy might be
misplaced. He thinks that the when the reduction in the Fed's balance sheet mixes with rising interest
rates, the combination will have an adverse effect. Said Kelly, "[It] will very likely push long-term interest
rates higher over the next few years."
Privately owned since its founding in 1983 as a real estate investment banker specializing in commercial
real estate properties, Cambridge today has three distinctive business units: FHA-insured HUD loans,
conventional financing, and investments and acquisitions. The company is one of the nation's leading
senior housing and healthcare debt and equity capital providers, with more than 400 closed senior
housing transactions totaling more than $4.5 billion since the early 1990's, when the firm began its
specialization in providing senior housing capital.
Cambridge has consistently ranked among the country's top five FHA-insured HUD lenders (now HUD
Lean) over the last 15 years and offers an array of conventional lending options, including permanent
construction and interim loans on either a floating or variable rate basis. The company's principal
investment strategy includes direct property acquisitions, joint ventures and sale/leasebacks. The
company has acquired 16 facilities totaling approximately $60 million.

Cambridge is the creator of The Signature Experience™, a four-step process designed to transform the
traditional lender/borrower relationship and identify “ideal” capital solutions for worthy projects. The
company has a national origination office in Los Angeles, and numerous correspondent and brokerage
relationships nationwide.
Cambridge publishes the bi-monthly Capital Wisdom(R) electronic newsletter, which delivers company
news and feature stories via e-mail to corporate friends and clients as well as monthly updates of other
relevant news and breaking trends. Additional information is available on the Cambridge website,
www.cambridgecap.com, and Cambridge can be reached at (312) 357-1601 or via e-mail to
info@cambridgecap.com. The firm also has embraced social media and networking via Twitter at
http://twitter.com/cambridgecap, via Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/cambridgecap, via blog at
www.cambridgecap.com/blog and via Linkedin at http://www.linkedin.com/companies/454232, where
information on the firm and its employees can be found.
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